israel palestinian authority partners in silencing - amro is already facing trial in an israeli military tribunal on trumped up charges designed to repress his activism against settlements in june 32 us, pro palestine and pro israel celebrities true activist - during the latest israeli offensive on gaza more than 1 918 palestinians lost their lives including more than 400 children most of them civilians and about, home page palestine chronicle - israel to hold fresh elections after netanyahu fails to form government may 29 2019 resurrecting the plo is palestine s best response to the, israel and occupied palestinian territories amnesty - humiliation discrimination and oppression these are facts of life in the occupied palestinian territories yet the uk government continues to support, archives and primary sources palestinian studies - this set of resources should serve students and researchers working on issues related to the history and present situation of palestine and the palestinians, what is bds bds movement - in 2005 palestinian civil society organisations called for boycotts divestment and sanctions bds as a form of non violent pressure on israel, one state two states whatever israeli palestinian - trump coined the phrase one state two states whatever when he spoke about his mideast peace plan and a possible solution to the israeli palestinian conflict as, exeter palestine solidarity campaign - epsc mailing 23jan19 meetings talk by jewish pro palestinian activist miko peled on thursday this thursday 24 th january miko peled will give a talk at the, the interconnectedness of black and palestinian struggles - israel palestine protest march in cape town south africa 2014 photo louis reynolds flickr we have the potential to increase black and palestinian, iran hizbullah hamas and the global jihad - iran hizbullah hamas and the global jihad a new conflict paradigm for the west, palestinian leaders and inconvenient truths - palestinian authority president mahmoud abbas understood that he had made a grave error in calling out his arab brothers for their tightfistedness this, the problem with covenant theology biblical reader - the problem with covenant theology sam a smith anyone who spends much time reading the bible will quickly realize that when scripture is taken at face value it, michael hoffman on israel s talmudic war crimes real - michael hoffman on israel s talmudic war crimes talmud articles israhell articles michael hoffman on israel s talmudic war crimes, al nakba the palestinian catastrophe - our premise there is a long history to the israeli palestinian conflict which has been egregiously distorted by israel the israeli lobby and its nationwide network, hi r israel exposed i ve made a list of israel crimes - yes there is palestine officially the state of palestine is a de jure sovereign state in western asia claiming the west bank bordering israel and jordan and gaza, report leaked draft of trump s peace plan reveals - report leaked draft of trump s peace plan reveals creation of new palestine promises to join israel in next war in gaza if palestinians reject, stop the jnf canada about - what is the jewish national fund jnf created to purchase land for a jewish state in palestine the jnf is today the largest single landowner in israel, trump leaks israel needs saudi arabia real jew news - 47 comments brother nathanrael november 28 2018 10 03 pm trump leaks israel needs saudi arabia trump just can t keep it under wraps for with the killing, ilhan omar was dead right about lobbyists for israel - on monday rep ilhan omar d minn issued an apology for a series of tweets suggesting that pro israel lobbying groups like the american israel public af